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Abstract We consider providing presence service for
duty-cycled wireless sensor networks through a multihop approach. The presence service is to ensure automatic network monitoring by which each node would
know whether the sink node is reachable or not. Towards providing such presence service, we tackle three
problems: 1) efficient neighbor discovery due to notalways-awake nature of duty-cycling and the mobile
environment, 2) light presence message passing from
the sink node to all reachable nodes given broadcasting
is expensive and difficult in an embedded duty-cycling
network, and 3) automatic network monitoring if there
is node failure and network partition. In our protocol,
in order to save power consumption, an online node
which is reachable from the sink node only book-keeps
the broadcast schedule of its parent in a breadth-firstsearch spanning tree in order to trace the online status all along. The offline node which is not reachable
from the sink node stays awake periodically based
on quorum-based wakeup scheduling, and probes the
beacons which may come from online nodes. The presence protocol can automatically detect link failure or
network partition, and it can also automatically recover
online status for each sensor node if there is a path
to the sink node, which is significant for applications
that are sensitive to end-to-end latency constraints. The
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presence protocol proposed is implemented through
a layered approach so that it is independent from
any specific MAC and routing protocols. We make
extensive simulations in order to validate the energy
efficiency and reliability of our design.
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1 Introduction
The design and deployment of a mobile wireless sensor network (WSN) is driven by the requirements of
specific applications, including target tracking, healthcare monitoring, environmental monitoring, habitat
monitoring, etc, which vary both in terms of area size,
deployment locations, and mobility of the nodes. As the
number of applications grow, automatic network management services [1–4] are necessary to meet different
application requirements in mobile WSNs.
In contrast to infra-structured networks such as the
Internet, a network management system designed for
mobile WSNs should provide controlling or monitoring
service through an energy-efficient, reliable and localized approach. The network management services in
mobile WSNs are wide-ranging, including fault detection [2], time synchronization [5], power management
[4], security provision [6], administrations [1] etc. The
services can be proactive, reactive, or passive depending on specific designs. Usually, developing a general
purpose network management protocol is a big challenge and most network management protocols target
specific services.
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In this paper, we consider providing presence service in low duty-cycled mobile WSNs. The presence
service [7] in the Internet is a service which accepts,
stores and distributes information that conveys ability
and willingness of a potential communication partner to
communicate. Using a presence service, a sender knows
the availability of its partner and the connection status
of the network. Similarly, presence service in mobile
WSNs can be used by a sensor node to decide whether
the sink node is reachable, or whether an actuator in a
mobile sensor and actuator network is available.
An energy-efficient presence service is significant for
applications with real-time transmission [8] and power
saving requirements. The service can reduce energy
waste for data delivery. For example, by the presence
service, if the sink node is not reachable due to link
failure or network partition, the source sensor node
can hold the transmission until the path is recovered,
hence reducing unnecessary retransmission and routing
discovery. In addition, the presence service can reduce
latency of data delivery in case of link failures or network partitions via automatical recovery in advance.
In contrast to the Internet, there is no infrastructure
such as proxy server or registration server in mobile
WSNs. Thus, the presence service we propose for mobile WSNs is not implemented in the same way as in the
Internet, but using an ad-hoc approach. The difficulties
of providing such presence service in low duty-cycled
mobile WSNs is due to the following reasons:
1. Neighbor discovery is not always guaranteed since
nodes are not always awake; and
2. Presence message passing is expensive since broadcast is not available as nodes are not always awake
and the resource is limited in embedded sensor
nodes; and
3. There are radio collisions for broadcasting due to
wireless nature, especially in a dense network; and
4. Node mobility and transient link failures may cause
network partition.
In this paper, we design a presence protocol over low
duty-cycled mobile WSNs, named as PPL. PPL provides following functionalities to tackle the problems
mentioned above:
1. Efficient neighbor discovery; and
2. Light presence message passing from the sink to
other nodes; and
3. Automatic detection of reachability to sink nodes;
and
4. Automatic recovery from link failure and network
partition.
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In our design, each node that is reachable to the
sink node is called online node. Online nodes will
periodically broadcast beacon messages which carry
online status with low frequency. The node which is not
reachable to the sink node is referred as offline node.
Offline nodes asynchronously stay awake and attempt
to detect the broadcast messages. We utilize our previous work (cqs-pair [9]) for node wakeup scheduling
and beacon broadcasting arrangement to reduce energy
consumption as much as possible. We also propose
an algorithm to avoid beacon collision. The algorithm
builds collision-free schedules. Since each online node
is broadcasting online status through beacons, in order to control the beacon flooding, we use a breadthfirst-search (BFS) tree for message passing. A node
determines its online status by checking whether it
has received beacon messages from its parent in the
BFS tree.
PPL is a service protocol and it is not designed for
general data transmission. It can work with most MAC
protocols developed for WSNs, like S-MAC [10] or
B-MAC [11]. Basically, it can reside between MAC
layer and network layer. The routing layer can utilize
the information from PPL to check whether the sink
node is reachable from a node. If not, the routing layer
can make further decision, i.e., discovering a new route
or waiting for the route recovery, which is based on
routing protocol designs.
Our contributions are as follows:
1. We design energy-efficient and asynchronous
neighbor discovery mechanism for mobile sensor
nodes; the mechanism can reduce the number of
beacon messages and the ratio of awake time to
whole operation time for offline nodes; and
2. We propose light presence message passing mechanism through a multihop approach; and
3. We design automatic network management by constructing a BFS spanning tree over which an online
node only book-keeps the status of its parent, in
order to control flooding; and
4. We present a collision minimized beacon broadcasting algorithm for all online nodes.
To the best of our knowledge, PPL is the first work
on providing multihop presence service in low dutycycled mobile WSNs. Our simulation-based measurements validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
design.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: We discuss
past and related works in Section 2. In Section 3, we
state the assumptions and preliminary knowledge for
our design. In Section 4, we present the principle of
efficient neighbor discovery. In Section 5, we explain
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how the automatic network management is working.
We discuss some implementation issues in Section 6.
Simulation results are discussed in Section 7. We conclude in Section 8.

2 Related work
The problem of providing presence service has not
been well studied for mobile WSNs. We summarize
related works including those on network management
service, presence service, asynchronous neighbor discovery, and collision free transmission schedules.
Network management service in WSNs This provides a set of management functions that integrate
configuration, operation, administration, security, and
maintenance in a sensor network. Basically, it can be
categorized as centralized and distributed.
In centralized systems, such as BOSS [1] and
SNMS [3], the base station collects information from
all nodes and controls the entire network. It is usually
assumed that the base station has unlimited resources
to perform complex management tasks and that the
base station has the global knowledge of the entire
network. The centralized approach has the scalability problem when applying to large-scale networks.
Distributed management systems [4] employ multiple
management entities which acts as a local manager.
Each manager controls a subnetwork and may communicate with other manager stations distributively to perform management. Distributed management has lower
communication costs comparing to centralized one,
and provides better reliability. However, it may suffer
from high system complexity for synchronization and
collaboration.
Presence service This was first defined by IETF [7].
The applications include 3G IP Multimedia Subsystem
(IMS)and instant messengers. A presence service system allows users to subscribe to each other and be
notified of changes in states (i.e., online or offline).
The presence protocol usually has an internal structure
involving multiple servers and proxies. There may be
complex patterns of redirection [7] and proxying, or
direct communication among clients.
However, due to data-centric nature in WSNs, there
is usually no communication between two arbitrary
nodes. Shaila et al. [12] introduced a presence service
for security key management, which is close to our
work. However, they assumed a powerful mobile sink
node which can move around the network to convey the
presence, which is an one-hop presence service. In our
work, we focus on providing presence service in a multi-
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hop way given the many-to-one communication nature
of WSNs. And we implement the presence service with
a multihop approach.
Asynchronous neighbor discovery This means that
two low duty-cycled nodes do not need to synchronize
their time clock before communication. This mechanism is based on the non-empty intersection properties
of quorum system. It was first introduced in [13] where
the protocol divides time into a sequence of beacon
intervals which are grouped into sets of m2 contiguous
intervals arranged as a two-dimensional m × m array.
A node arbitrarily selects one column and one row of
entries, also defined as a grid quorum, to transmit and
receive, respectively. This work was later extended by
Zheng et al. [14] and Lai et al. [9].
Asynchronous neighbor discovery mechanism
(i.e., [15]) have also been developed using the Chinese
Remainder Theorem [16]. For example, if one node
wakes up once every 3 time slots and another node
wakes up once every five time slots, they will definitely
wakeup simultaneously in every 3 × 5 time slots. The
main limitations for such mechanism includes that the
discovery latency is usually too long to satisfy real-time
requirements. Also, it is often difficult to find out the
relatively prime numbers for all adjacent nodes.
Collision-free transmission scheduling This is usually
used for TDMA [17] mechanisms in wireless networks
to ensure no collision between two neighbor nodes
for data sending and receiving. It can be solved by
graph coloring algorithms. In general, the colors could
represent time slots or frequencies assigned to the
nodes. Minimizing the maximum number of colors is
very desirable in most cases, but is known to be NPhard [18]. The distributed solution for the problem
includes heuristic algorithms and randomized algorithms [19]. In our work, we do not address the exact
same collision-free coloring problem, but the problem
of minimizing the collisions, given a color palette.

3 Assumptions and objectives
3.1 Network model and assumptions
We model a mobile WSN as a directed graph G =
(V, E), with |V| nodes and |E| links. We assume that
all nodes operate with duty cycle when there is no
data for transmission or receiving, which means that
a node is not always awake. We also use nodes and
vertices interchangeably in the context of graph theory
and WSNs.
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We assume each node has the same fixed transmission range and an edge (u, v) ∈ E exists if u and v
are within the fixed transmission range of each other.
Time is discrete and arranged as time slots. Since the
medium of transmission is wireless, whenever a node
transmits a message, all its neighbors which are awake
hear the message. If two or more neighbors of a node ni
transmit at the same time, ni will be unable to receive
any of those messages. In this case we also say that ni
experiences collision. In any time slot, a node can either
receive a message, experience collision, or transmit a
message but cannot do more than one of these.
We assume that two nodes are reachable to each
other when there is at least one path between the
two nodes. Here we use the term “reachable” loosely,
meaning that a topologically connected path in our
context may not be connected at any time; instead, all
nodes in the path are reachable from another node in
the path within a finite amount of time.
We assume there is only one sink node in the network for our presentation. But our protocol can be
easily extended to the scenario of multiple sink nodes.
We also assume that a message arrives correctly within
finite time from a sender to a receiver, which can be
achieved by any MAC-layer transmission mechanism,
like B-MAC [11] or S-MAC [10].
The time is not necessarily assumed to be synchronized. We further assume that all nodes have the same
time frequency, or their clocks drift at relatively slow
speeds(i.e., 100 us per second for oscillators with 1
MHZ frequency [20]).
3.2 Preliminaries and definitions
We use the following definitions for quorum systems
which are used for wakeup scheduling. Given an integer
n, let U = {0, · · · , n − 1} be an universal set.
Definition 1 A quorum system Q under U is a superset
of non-empty subsets of U, each called a quorum,
which satisfies the intersection property: ∀G, H ∈ Q :
G ∩ H = ∅.
Definition 2 A quorum system Q under U is said to
have the rotation closure property if ∀G, H ∈ Q, i ∈
{0, 1, ...n − 1}: G ∩ (H + i) = ∅, where H + i = {(x +
i) mod n : x ∈ H}.
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C(A, Zn ) which represents all rotations of quorum A
over Zn .
An example of cqs is {{1, 2, 4}, {2, 3, 5} · · · , {7, 1, 3}}
where each subset (i.e., {1, 2, 4}) is a quorum and it
will intersect with its rotation. By applying cqs into
wakeup scheduling, if two nodes wakeup on same
quorum schedule from a cqs, like in the 1st, 2nd and
4th time slots in every seven consecutive slots, their
wakeup period will overlap regardless of clock drift.
The overlap can be utilized for neighbor discovery if
a node sends out beacons in the beginning of a wakeup
time slot.
Definition 3 (cyclic quorum system pair (cqs-pair))
Given two cyclic quorum X = C(A, Z N ) and Y =
C(B, Z M ), suppose N ≤ M. We call (X , Y ) a cqs-pair if:
∀(A + i) p ⊆ X p and (B + j) ⊆ Y , (A + i) p ∩ (B + j) =
∅ [9].
An example for cqs-pair is shown in Fig. 1: Let A =
{1, 2, 4} and X = C(A, Z7 ); B = {7, 9, 14, 15, 18} and
Y = C(B, Z21 ). The pair (X , Y ) is a cqs-pair. Also, both
(X , X ) and (Y , Y ) are cqs-pairs. Cqs-pair can be used
for heterogenous power saving for different nodes and
meanwhile guarantees the neighbor discovery within
bounded time.
Graph coloring is widely used for collision-free
broadcast scheduling. The problem can be defined as
follows,
Definition 4 (Distance-2 Vertex Coloring) Distance-2
Vertex Coloring (d2-coloring) is an assignment of colors to the vertices of the graph such that every vertex
has a color and two vertices which are d2-neighbors of
each other are not assigned the same color [22].
Vertices which are assigned the same color belong
to the same color class, and nodes belonging to the
same color class can broadcast messages simultaneously
without any collisions.

A

cycle length =7
B

cycle length =21
(P=3)

B
the intersected slot

There are two widely used quorum systems, cyclic
quorum system (cqs) and grid quorum system (gqs)
[9, 21], that satisfy the rotation closure property. We
mainly focus on cqs which usually can be defined as

Fig. 1 Heterogenous rotation closure property between two
cyclic quorum systems: A with cycle length of 7 and B with cycle
length of 21. A quorum from A’s p-extension A p will overlap
with a quorum from B
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3.3 Objectives and problems
The primary objective by designing PPL in this paper
is to detect the availability of a path to the sink node.
Specifically, the PPL provides functionalities:
1. power-efficient neighbor discovery; and
2. automatic detection of reachability to sink nodes;
and
3. automatic recovery from link failure and network
partition.
Since we target to low duty-cycled mobile WSNs, the
problems we need to solve in our design include:
1. asynchronous neighbor discovery between offline
nodes and online nodes; and
2. efficient fault discovery and recovery with low message overhead or flooding control; and
3. minimizing collision for online beacons broadcasting in the network.

4 Neighbor discovery and energy efficiency
Since sensor nodes are operated in low duty-cycle fashion, in order to guarantee neighbor discovery within
bounded time, quorum-based wakeup scheduling [14]
or cqs-pair [9] is a good candidate for this. However,
for online nodes, the energy efficiency is still not high
using pure quorum-based wakeup schedules (i.e., ratio
of awake time slots to time slots in a cycle is ≥ 3/7 for
a cyclic quorum system with cycle length of seven). To
optimize the energy consumption for online nodes, we
adopt sliding windows for book-keeping the incoming
online broadcast beacons. Outside sliding windows, an
online node may go to sleep in order to conserve energy
consumption.
4.1 Wakeup modes
In PPL, there are two possible status for a node: of f line
and online, which are similar to that of the presence
protocol for the Internet. Offline status means a node
is not reachable to the sink node. Online status is in
contrary. Accordingly, we design three wakeup modes:
offline mode, transition mode, and online mode.
In online mode, a node only sends out beacon message at the beginning of time slots selected by a wakeup
scheduling. In of f line mode, a node will stay awake on
time slots simply according to quorum-based schedule.
Transition mode is a mode between online mode and
offline mode. In such a mode, a node will wakeup based
on quorum scheduling. The difference form offline
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mode is that there is one beacon message that is sent
in the beginning of all wakeup time slots.
Consider a cqs-pair [9] (C(A, Z N ), C(B, Z M )(N ≤
M), where A = {a1 , a2 , · · · , a p } and B = {b 1 , b 2 , · · · ,
b q }, the wakeup scheduling and beacon broadcasting
arrangement in PPL for the three modes are as follows.
Wakeup scheduling for of f line mode a node stays
th
th
wakeup in the ath
1 , a2 , · · · , a p time slots for every N
consecutive time slots (a frame).
Wakeup scheduling for transition mode a node stays
th
th
wakeup in the ath
1 , a2 , · · · , a p time slots for every N
consecutive time slots (a frame). Meanwhile, a node
sends out beacon messages in the beginning of all
wakeup time slots.
Beacon broadcasting arrangement for online mode A
node only broadcasts beacon messages in the beginning
th
th
of the b th
1 , b 2 , · · · , b q time slots in every L(L ≥ M)
consecutive time slots. In the remaining part of the
selected slots, a node will return to sleep. Besides,
an online node maintains sliding windows in order to
trace the incoming beacon messages which carrying the
presence status. We will introduce the sliding window
in Section 4.2.
We call N or M as quorum frame. We refer L as to
super frame since it is bigger than M. We choose L ≥ M
for the purpose of energy conservation. We also refer
to the beacon message in online mode as a presence
message.
An example is shown in Fig. 2, where the quorum
frame for offline and transition mode is 7 and the super
frame for the online mode is 14.
Now we show the energy efficiency for all modes. We
roughly use the ratio of awake time to whole operation
time as energy consumption ratio (defined as the ratio
of awake time to total running time) which is denoted
as α thereafter. For offline mode and transition mode,
we have
α=

p
N

=m*l +

(1)

cycle = 7 slots

(a)

wakeup slots

(b)

beacon

quorum frame (4 slots)

super frame (14 slots)

(c)

Fig. 2 Quorum-based wakeup modes: a offline mode; b transition mode; c online mode
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For a cyclic quorum system (cqs) with cycle length of
7, α = 3/7 = 42.8%, and for a (cqs) with cycle length of
13, α = 4/13 = 30.7%.
For the online mode, suppose the ratio of duration
for a beacon message and sliding window to one duration of one time slot is β (if the duration of a beacon
message is 5 ms, the length of one sliding window is
10 ms and the slot length is 100 ms, β = 15%), we have
α=

q
∗β
L

(2)

3
For the online mode shown in the Fig. 2, α = 14
∗
15% = 3.21%. If sliding window is not existing in the
th
th
b th
1 , b 2 , · · · , b q -th time slot, α is even lower.
Based on our design for PPL, the energy efficiency
for online nodes is significant higher than offline nodes.
This is because offline nodes should stay awake for
more time to scan beacons message from any possible
online node in neighborhood. Since we consider mobile
networks, it is not possible to introduce time synchronization for offline nodes. As a result, it is difficult to
improve the energy consumption ratio for offline nodes
if we want to realize easy neighbor discovery.
In the following section, we will show the neighbor
discovery property for the proposed wakeup modes.

4.2 Neighbor discovery between online nodes
PPL uses sliding windows for online nodes to bookkeep the online status from neighbor online nodes.
Suppose the length of sliding window is Tslide , then
during the Tslide , online nodes listen to the broadcast
beacon message from their parents in the BFS spanning
tree (described in Section 5.1) in order to trace the
online status continually.
The starting position of sliding window is dynamically changing due to clock drift. For WSNs, the clock
drift is usually slow such that the updating period
for starting position can be quite long. Sommer and
Wattenhofer [20] point out that the maximum drift is
100 us per second for oscillators with 1 MHZ frequency.
Hence the maximum clock drift is 1 ms every 10 s. In
PPL, the starting position of the sliding window will
be updated by a node every time the beacon messages
are received from the parent in the BFS spanning
tree (Section 5.1) in order to compensate for clock
drift.
Although a long sliding window can tolerate fairly
large clock drifts, it may not be energy efficient. In
our implementation, the size of the sliding window is
decided by combination of the rate of clock drift and
the duration of a beacon message: Tslide = 2 ∗ Tbeacon +

2 ∗ Tdrift . Here, Tbeacon is the time duration for one
beacon message. The typical value of Tbeacon can be
5 ms. The value of Tdrift is decided by the speed of clock
drift and the duration of one super frame in the online
mode. For example, if the maximum drift is 0.5 ms per
second and the length of the super frame is 10 s, we
have Tdrift = 10 ∗ 0.5 = 5 ms, and hence Tslide = 20 ms.
Suppose, initially an online node receives the beacon
message at T0 (when the node is still in transition
mode), the initial starting position for this sliding window will be set to: Tbegin = T0 − 12 ∗ Tbeacon − Tdrift , in
order to make sure that the beacon message is in the
middle of the sliding window. After initial step, the
starting position is dynamically changed due to clock
drift in order to keep the beacon message always in the
middle of sliding window after adjustment.
With sliding window, an online node can always
detect the online status conveyed by its parent in the
BFS tree and is able to judge whether it is reachable by
the sink node.
4.3 Neighbor discovery between offline nodes
and online nodes
In PPL, we adopt cqs-pair [9] (C(A, Z N ), C(B, Z M )
(N ≤ M) for wakeup schedules and beacon arrangement. Online nodes use C(B, Z M and offline nodes use
C(A, Z N . Based on non-empty intersection property of
cqs-pair, we have,
Theorem 1 A node in of f line mode can hear at least one
beacon message from the node in online mode within L
time slots, regardless of clock drift and assuming they are
neighbors to each other.
Proof Suppose the quorum for the schedule of online
mode is G (G can be a rotation of B) for node n1 , and
the quorum adopted for the schedule of offline mode
or transition mode is H (H can be a rotation of A)for
node n2 . Also, suppose the duration of one time slot is
I and the clock drift is  between n1 and n2 , as shown
in Fig. 2.
If the clock drift is  = m ∗ I, where m is a nonnegative integer, then based on the non-empty intersection property of cqs-pair [9], node n2 will hear the
beacon message from the node n1 in a time slot within
M (M ≤ L) slots. If M < L, n2 can detect beacon
message from n1 within L time slots.
Otherwise, suppose the clock drift is  = m ∗ I + δ,
where 0 < δ < I, and suppose the intersection slot is
the ath
k time slot for the case of  = m ∗ I. Then node
n1 will hear the beacon message from node n2 in the ath
k
time slot.
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Lemma 1 A node with of f line mode will hear at least
one beacon message from the node with transition mode,
regardless of clock drift and supposing they are neighbors to each other.
The proof for Lemma 1 is similar to that of
Theorem 1 and we therefore omit it. Now, we introduce
the reason why we design transition mode and the
principle for neighbor discovery between nodes with
transition mode and nodes with other modes.
4.4 Neighbor discovery by nodes with transition mode
We introduce transition mode in PPL because there is a
time span for an offline node becoming an online node.
When an offline node detects online beacon message
from its neighbor, it does not necessarily mean that
the offline node is able to reach the sink node. Due to
mobility, the neighbor nodes are probably temporarily
“reachable” to the sink. This means that the offline
nodes should still stay in offline mode even if the
receive beacon message sometimes.
In the implementation for PPL, there is a
“time_stamp” field in the beacon message, and
the “time_stamp” is set by sink node and its value is
increased sequentially. If the received beacon messages
have same “time_stamp” value, the node in transition
mode should go back to offline mode. This can avoid
a local loop from being formed by offline nodes. The
state machine between transition mode and other
modes is described in Section 6.2.
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5 Automatic network monitoring
5.1 BFS tree for schedules book-keeping
A node in online mode has to periodically check its
online status by receiving presence messages from its
neighbors. A straightforward way to do this is to bookkeep the schedules of all its neighbors. However, a node
has to wakeup more frequently to receive presence
messages from its neighbor by doing so.
In our design, in order to reduce the listening frequency of an online node, we organize all online nodes
with a tree structure. In the tree, an online node selects its parent from which presence messages will be
received. In order to quickly maintain the tree and reduce the average response latency for all online nodes,
we adopt a breadth-first-tree (BFS) spanning tree for
book-keeping broadcast schedules.
We use self-stabilizing algorithm inspired by the
work in [23], for the BFS spanning tree construction.
When a node ni receives a message from its neighbor
n j, ni will set n j as its parent if the following condition
is satisfied:
leveli < level j + 1 && n j is online

Lemma 3 A node with transition mode will hear at least
one beacon message from the node in online mode
within L time slots, regardless of clock drift and supposing they are neighbors to each other.

The proof for the correctness of our algorithm is
very similar to the self-stabilizing BFS tree algorithm
in [23]. The extension in our work is the consideration
of presence status. The time complexity is O(Dmax ∗
|V|), where Dmax is the diameter of all online nodes.
This is because, a node will take at most Dmax rounds to
determine its layer information and parent, and in each
round, there are at most |V| messages sent to a node.
Since the layer information is contained in the beacon
messages which are sent out continuously by neighbors
in the online mode or the transition mode, we do not
estimate the message complexity.
There is a possibility of looping paths when passing
presence messages. Consider the following example.
Suppose there are node na and its child nb , and node
nc who is nb ’s child. If node na does not get presence
messages from its original parents, it will switch to
the transition mode to receive broadcast beacons. If
na receives messages from nc , which is broadcasting
beacons, indicating its online status, na will set nc as its
parent. Now, na , nb , and nc will follow a loop. However,
the BFS spanning tree constructed by our algorithm will
avoid such a possibility.

The proof for Lemma 3 is similar to that of
Theorem 1 and we skip it.

Lemma 4 Loop-free: There will be no loops formed for
presence message passing over BFS spanning trees.

Lemma 2 Nodes with transition mode will discover each
other within N time slots if they are neighbors to each
other.
The proof for Lemma 1 is rooted from non-empty intersection property of cqs systems [9]. By this property,
two quorums G, H ∈ C(A, Z N ) will have G ∩ H = ∅.
Thus, a node with wakeup schedule of G and another
node with wakeup schedule of H have overlapped
awake times. With the help of beacon message at the
beginning of wakeup slots, two nodes in transition
mode can discover each other within N time slots.
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Lemma 4 is true since no node will select a node with
lower level as its parent so that the loop is avoided.
The loop free property is significant for maintaining the
stability of PPL given the node mobility or link failure
which results in a node updating its parent frequently.
5.2 Determination of presence status
Theorem 2 A node which is reachable to the sink node
will become online within bounded time.
Proof We prove this by induction. Suppose the node
is nv . If nv is in the first layer in the BFS tree, then its
parent is the sink node. If nv is offline initially, it can
hear beacons from the sink node based on Theorem 1.
If it is in transition mode, nv will hear beacons from
the sink node within L time slots based on Lemma 3.
Assume the claim is true for nv in the ith layer.
Consider the case of nv in the (i + 1)th layer. There
exists one node, say nu , in the ith layer and reachable
to nv , which is online based on the induction step. Irrespective of whether nv is in offline or transition mode,
it will receive beacon message from nu and become
online. The claim holds.
Theorem 3 An node which is not reachable to the sink
node will not become online.
Proof If the node nv is not reachable to the sink node,
its neighbor is either offline (case 1) or in transition
mode (case 2). For case 1, nv will stay offline since it
cannot detect beacon messages.
For case 2, nv can receive beacon message. However,
the time_stamp field in the beacon message is kept
unchanged. Thus nv will stay in offline mode.
Theorem 4 Nodes in transition mode will leave the
mode within bounded time.
Based on Theorems 2 and 3, a node will eventually
become either online or offline. The node cannot stay
in transition mode for a long time. We introduce transition mode in PPL just in order to prevent local loop
formed by offline nodes.
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the BFS tree anymore. In such case, the online node nv
will switch to transition mode and try to detect beacon
messages again.
If there is another online node in the neighborhood,
the node nv can detect the online node within L time
slots based on Lemma 3 and hence the online status of
nv can be recovered.
If there is no online node in the neighborhood, it
means that there is network partition, nv will go to
offline mode based on Theorem 3. However, once an
neighborhood node of nv becomes online, nv will switch
to online node from Theorem 2.
Meanwhile, the recovery procedure couples with
BFS tree adjustment automatically. The procedure of
adjusting BFS tree is self-stabilizing, which is described
in Section 5.1.
5.4 Collision minimization for beacon messages
A node in online mode will periodically broadcast
beacon messages (or presence messages) in its super
frame. The broadcast schedules of all online nodes in
a hop-2 neighborhood may collide with each other if
the broadcast happens in the same sliding window at
the receiver side, as illustrated in Fig. 3. When collision
occurs, it is possible that a node cannot get presence
messages from other nodes and hence will misjudge its
online status.
In Fig. 3, there is collision on only one sliding window
and the receiver can still receive one or two beacon
messages correctly. However, if node nv1 and node nv2
conflict with each other on all beacons, for example
both of them start broadcasting in the first time slot
of a super frame and there is no clock shift between
their timing, then node nu will lose the online status
forever.
Our purpose for collision minimization is to ensure
that any two nodes inside a 2-hop neighborhood have
different beacon broadcast schedules. Therefore, none
of them will send out all beacon messages in same

Online Node nv1

Online Node nv2

(Parent of nu)

shift=3

5.3 Online status recovery from link failures
There are many reasons which cause link failures, like
node mobility, power off, out of battery or node failure.
When there is link failure, an online node, denoted as
nv , can not receive beacon messages from its parent on

Super Frame

shift=5

Super Frame

collision
Online Node nu

Sliding Window

Fig. 3 Illustration to collision of beacon message

shift=6
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moment of time. To guarantee this, our algorithm in
PPL contains two steps:
1. step 1, all online nodes within a 2-hop neighborhood distributively choose a different shift for their
beacon broadcast schedules; and
2. step 2, all online nodes relatively synchronize with
the sink node, and send out the beacon message
based on the shift chosen in the first step by each
online node;
The two steps can be coupled together in run-time
execution.
We assume the time slot in which the sink node sends
out the first beacons as T S0 . We now build up the
connection between coloring and time slot shift.
Definition 5 (Color) A color is the time slot shift in
term of integer slots. We assign the color 0 to the
schedule in which the first beacon message is sent out
in the first slot of every super frame, and color i to the
the schedule in which the first beacon message is sent
out in the i-th time slot in every super frame.
For a schedule with a super frame equal to L time
slots, there are L colors. In Fig. 3, node nv1 has color
0, and node nv2 has the color 3 since its first beacon is
shifted by 3 time slots.
The first step for collision minimization is to ensure
each online node within a 2-hop neighborhood has
different shift. It is done by Algorithm 1, which we will
explain later.
Now, we show how to use the different colors we
obtained in the first step to minimize collision. In the
second step, we first do slot synchronization which
makes all online nodes have T S0 at relative same time
moments. Each beacon message contains time slots
shifting information related to T S0 . When nodes in the
fist layer of the BFS tree receive the beacon from the
sink node, they are automatically synchronized based
on the shift information in the beacon message (we
omit the propagation latency since we are not doing
accurate time synchronization). Specifically, when node
nu receives beacon message which contains the time slot
shift value T Sreceived (the distance to T S0 ), node nu is
able to derive the position of T S0 : suppose the time slot
when the beacon is received is T Scurr , the relative T S0
position in a super frame is at the (T Scurr − T Sreceived )
mod L-th slot. By doing this, all online nodes can
be relatively synchronized after receiving beacon
messages.
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Therefore, if node nu obtains a color T Su (the time
slot shift) from step 1, it should send out the first beacon
message after
T Sδ = (T Su − T Sreceived )

mod L

(3)

time slots from the time of receiving the beacon message (T Scurr ). If in step1, all online node can perfectly
get different colors, then we can achieve collision-free
beacon broadcast schedules.
Although the collision-free scheduling can be done
by a d2-coloring algorithm which is defined in
Definition 4, it may not be practical for us to achieve
this. The first reason is that a mobile WSN usually
does not have a global knowledge of maximum node
degree (i.e., due to mobility), which will affect the maximum color number adopted. Secondly, the maximum
number of colors is mapped to the length of the super
frame in online mode. We cannot use an arbitrarily long
super frame because it may result in a large latency in
neighbor discovery.
In our design, we try to minimize the collision given
a color palette (or the length of a super frame L). Let
the duration of a time slot be Ts —i.e., Ts = 100 ms. For
a cqs design via (7, 3, 1)-difference set, let the length
of a super frame be L ∗ Ts , where L ≥ 7. Now, our
algorithm for minimizing the color collision works as
follows: A node nu in the transition mode chooses
a number T Su from {0, · · · , L − 1} such that there
is minimum collision among the distance-2 neighborhood. Then node nu will broadcast beacons in the
T Su -th time slot in a super frame once it is relatively
synchronized.
The algorithm, described in Algorithm 1, is based
on a randomized approach. In our algorithm, we denote the hop-2 neighbors of node v as N2 (v), and the
priority as Pv for node v. Each node v contains three
parameters:
•
•
•

layer: layer(v);
random value: rnd(v);
palette of forbidden colors which were used by its
hop-2 neighbors: usedcolor(v) (initially empty).

Each node also has an order based on its priority. Let
v1 , v2 ∈ V. We say that v1 has a higher priority than v2
(i.e., Pv1 > Pv2 ) if:
layer(v1 ) < layer(v2 ) or
layer(v1) = layer(v2)&&(rnd(v1 ) > rnd(v2 ))
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hop neighborhood. No node can get a color
unless there is a node with highest priority in
its hop-2 neighborhood. In this case, at least
two nodes with the lowest layer have equal
priority. It is possible to neglect the probability
of this situation by increasing the precision of
tossing the parameter random value. Hence, in
each round, in the whole graph, at most one
new color can be assigned. After finite number
of rounds, all nodes will be colored with an
unique color, which is collision-free coloring.
Case 2 The number of colors (length of a super cycle)
is less than the number of nodes in a 2-hop
neighborhood. In each round, in the whole
graph, at most one new color can be assigned
if there is still available color. When there is
not enough color, based on Line 10 in the
Algorithm, a random color from [1..L] will be
selected for coloring a node with the highest
priority. After finite rounds, all nodes will be
colored and the collision is minimized.
The number of rounds will be our measure of
efficiency. The worst case of time complexity in
Algorithm 1 is O(n) based on Theorem 5 since in each
round there is at least one node which is colored. The
best case complexity of the algorithm is O(Dmax ) where
Dmax is the the depth of the BFS tree.

In each round, every uncolored node v executes the
following steps. An uncolored node nv chooses the
parameter rnd(v) ∈ [0..1], and sends the following parameters to all its neighbors: layer(v), rnd(v), and the first
legal color (which is not in the list of forbidden colors).
Node nv then compares its own parameters with that
received from the hop-2 neighbors and checks which
node has the highest priority. If node v has the highest
priority, it will keep the proposed color and will stop.
Otherwise, the node nv updates the list usedcolor(v).
When the available palette is empty, then there is a
collision for coloring. To minimize the collision, a node
will randomly select a color from the color palette
{0, · · · , L − 1} in our algorithm.
Theorem 5 The execution of Algorithm 1 results in a
interference-minimized beacon transmission schedule.

6 Implementation
6.1 Protocol stacks
PPL can be implemented with a layered approach. The
protocol provides presence service for applications and
routing protocols in order to determine the path availability to the sink. It is independent of the underlying
MAC protocols. The stack model which illustrates the
relationship between the presence protocol and other
layers is shown in Fig. 4.

Application Layer

Presence Protocol (PPL)

Proof
MAC (S-MAC, B-MAC, etc)

Case 1 The number of colors (length of a super cycle)
is bigger than the number of nodes in a 2-

Fig. 4 Stacks model

Routing Layer
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PPL does not depend on accurate time synchronization [5] for all online nodes. But it is necessary for a
node to book-keep the schedules of beacon broadcasts
of its parent in the BFS spanning tree for collision
minimization of beacon messages.
Since all beacons are sent out by broadcast, PPL
does not rely on any specific routing protocol. The
beacon message conveys the online status and layer
information. Due to the hop-by-hop nature, PPL is independent of any specific MAC protocol. For one hop
notification and passing color messages among nodes in
the two-hop neighborhood, any MAC protocol, like SMAC [10] or B-MAC [11] can provide a mechanism for
data transmission.
Some MAC protocols [10] or time synchronization
mechanisms [20] broadcast beacons periodically, which
causes interfere with the beacons in PPL. However,
such interference can be neglected if the super frame
in online mode is large enough, e.g., 8 − 10 s.
6.2 State machine
Now, we introduce the state machine for mode transitions in PPL as described in Fig. 5.
Initially, all nodes do not have presence information
from the sink node and are in offline status. They operate in offline mode by asynchronous quorum-based
wakeup scheduling. When a node detects presence
information by receiving beacon broadcasts from its
neighbor, it will first transfer to the transition mode in
which the node will send out beacons in each wakeup
time slot. In the transition mode, the node will synchronize with other presence nodes and will decide
its color in order to determine which frame it should
broadcast beacons by the coloring algorithm described
in Section 5.4. The node will also decide its parent
for book-keeping the beacon schedules, which been
described in Section 5.1.
Once the coloring and the parent are set, a node will
switch to the online mode and broadcast its presence
status within beacon messages in every super frame.
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Since a node should book-keep the broadcast schedule
of its parents, if the node can continuously receive
beacon messages from its parent at every super frame,
the node will keep staying in the online mode.
If a node does not receive a presence message from
its parent after timeout, the node will switch from the
online mode to the transition mode.
In the transition mode, if a node still does not receive
any presence message from its neighbor after a time
out, the node will switch to the offline mode, which
indicates the total offline status. The configuration of
timeout is application-dependent and can be set to
several super frame durations.
One additional message in the state machine is for
notification. When a mobile node moves to a network
and detects presence messages, the node will select a
node as its parent after coloring, and will then send
notification to its neighbors about its online status in
order to update their parents in the BFS spanning tree
for schedule keeping. After receiving the notification, a
node will change from the online mode to the transition
mode in order to reselect its parent and colors.
6.3 Beacon formats
In our implementation, the beacon message is send out
via broadcast by each online node. Also, a node in the
transition mode also sends out beacon messages. The
beacon broadcast is significant for each nodes to trace
its current presence status, i.e., online or offline.
The beacon message contains four fields:{indic,
node_id, layer, time_stamp}. The field of indic has two
types of value: indic=0 (indicating that the node is in
the offline mode), indic = 1 (online mode). node_id is
used to distinguish different nodes. The value of layer
indicates the depth information of nodes in the BFS
spanning tree. The field of time_stamp is used to identify whether two beacon messages are actually identical.
Only the sink node can set the value of time_stamp.
When a node receives beacon messages, it will compare the “time_stamp” value to the previous received
beacon message if there is one. If the “time_stamp”
value is not changed, the node will not be switched to
online mode. This can avoid a local loop formed by
offline nodes.

7 Performance evaluation

Fig. 5 State machine for wakeup mode transitions

We evaluated the performance of PPL through extensive simulations using the OMNET++ simulator.
We measured the energy consumption ratio which
is the ratio of awake time to total running time,
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Table 1 Network size and time slot

50%

|V|
Tslot

G2

G3

G4

50
T1
50

100
T2
100

200
T3
150

400
T4
200

Energy Consum Ratio

Offline Mode

G1

Online Mode (supper frame=10 sec)

40%

Online Mode (supper frame=5 sec)

30%

20%

10%

time and message cost, and the recovery time after
node failure to validate the energy efficiency. The
configurations of our simulations were compatible with
typical configurations such as in [11]. We adopt the
wireless loss model used in [24] which considers the
oscillation of radio. The wireless communication range
was set to 10 meters. The node mobility model selected in our simulation is based on Random Waypoint [25, 26] which was used by the community of mobile networks. Each sensor node moved with a velocity
between 1 and 2 meters per second towards random
directions.
We generated 4 network size sets with varying network sizes, G1 , · · · , G4 , which are listed in Table 1. For
each network size, we randomly generated 10 topologies. Each data point presented in this section is the
average of 10 topologies with 10 runs on each topology.
The length of time slots in our simulation was varied
from 50 to 200 ms as listed in Table 1.

0

7

13
21
Cycle Length of cyclic quourm system (cqs)

31

Fig. 6 Impact of cycle length of cqs on energy consumption

similar trend for online mode since a cqs with larger
cycle length has a larger quorum size.
We also measured the average neighbor discovery
latency between a node at offline mode and a node
at transition mode, in order to show the performance
tradeoff of quorum-based wakeup scheduling. Time
slot length was varied from 50 to 200 ms. In Fig. 7, it
is shown that larger time slot length resulted in longer
neighbor discovery latency. Also the average neighbor
discovery latency increased with larger cycle length,
which is opposite to the changing trend of energy consumption ratio.
7.2 Validation of collision minimization algorithms

In this section, we first demonstrate the energy
efficiency of quorum-based wakeup scheduling and
then show the trade-off between energy efficiency and
average neighbor discovery latency in PPL. As the
processor consumes an extremely small amount of energy in comparison with the radio, we only evaluated
the awake time of radio in our simulation, rather than
measuring real energy consumption.
We set the size of beacon message as 160 bytes and
the transmission rate as 256 kb/s. The network size is
set by G2 in Table 1. The size of sliding window for
per beacon is set to 20 ms to book-keep the broadcast
schedule of parents for an online node. We defined the
energy consumption ratio as wakeup time to the whole
operation time in our simulation, and measured the
energy consumption ratio for nodes at online mode and
at offline mode separately. From Fig. 6, by changing
the cqs cycle length, it is shown that the cqs with
larger cycle length is more energy efficient. The energy
consumption ratio of offline mode with the cqs based
on (21, 5, 1)-difference set is about 23.8% comparing
43.8% for (7, 3, 1)-difference set. Accordingly, there is

We made comparisons between PPL for collision minimization with previous collision-free distance-2 coloring algorithms, such as DRAND [17] and D2color [22].
As the main purpose of PPL is to minimize the collision
given a number of colors, it needs less number of colors
for coloring all nodes in a network, but suffers coloring
collisions which do not exist in DRAND and D2color.
Color number Figure 8 shows the maximum color
number for the three algorithms under different d2-

3500
Neihbor Discovery Latency (sec)

7.1 Energy consumptions and neighbor
discovery latency

Time Slot Length = 50ms
3000

Time Slot Length = 100ms
Time Slot Length = 150ms

2500

Time Slot Length = 200ms
2000
1500
1000
500
0

7

13
21
Cycle length of cyclic quourm system (cqs)

31

Fig. 7 Impact of time slot length on neighbor discovery latency
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Fig. 8 Comparison of number of colors and collision rate

Fig. 9 Comparison of time and message complexities

neighborhood configurations. We varied the maximum
size of d2-neighborhood from 10 to 50 and fixed the
length of time slot as 100 ms. Since PPL uses constant
size of color palette, its color number does not change
very much. It was observed that the color number
needed by DRAND had the largest value since it uses
an asynchronous distributed algorithms.

and has the lowest time cost. DRAND achieved better
performance in terms of time cost than D2color, with
the price of more color needed to achieve collisionfree coloring in all d2-neighborhoods. Regarding message cost, the DRAND algorithm achieved the best
performance due to its asynchronous message passing
mechanism.

collisionrate =

#nodesselectinganoccupiedcolor
#totalnodesinthenetwork

Since, DRAND and D2color are collision-free coloring
solutions, their collision rate is zero. From Fig. 8, it is
shown that the collision rate decreased with larger color
palette and smaller size of maximum d2-neighborhood.
When the color palette is small, the collision rate is
relatively high (i.e. ≥80%) for a large d2-neighborhood.
Time and message complexity We varied the network
size and observed the average time and message costs.
Since PPL does not pursue a collision free solution, it
has the lowest time complexity. DRAND can achieve
better performance than D2color with the price of more
color used to achieve collision free coloring when compared with D2color. Regarding message complexities,
the DRAND can get better message count because
it uses asynchronous message passing mechanism. In
PPL, nodes have to wait for the broadcast messages
from the sink node before determining its final color.
Therefore the message complexity of PPL is lightly
higher than DRAND since more messages should be
broadcast as what is described in Section 5.4.
Figure 9 shows the comparison of time and message cost between PPL, DRAND and D2color. We
measured the average time cost and the message costs
with varied network sizes. Since PPL does not pursue a
collision free solution, it can quickly find out a solution

7.3 Stabilization to node failures
We tested the stabilization of PPL when there were
frequently node failures which resulted in neighbor
discovery failure and message lost. We set the failure
probability of each node from p = 0.1 to p = 0.4. The
length of super frame of an online node was set to 5 s.
We measured the average time for an online node from
node failure discovery to reaching a new online status.
The failure probability is a Poisson distribution in our
simulation for the whole network.
We chose node set G2 and set time slots as
100 ms. In Fig. 10, we observe that the re-stabilization
time increased with larger node failure probability.
In addition, with the network size increasing, the restabilization time was slightly decreased since it was

30

Re-stablization time

Collision rate We also measured the collision rate of
PPL when the color palette is less than the maximum
size of d2-neighborhood. The collision rate in our simulation was defined as:

25

Failure Probability = 0.1
Failure Probability = 0.2
Failure Probability = 0.4

20

15
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50

100

150

200
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Network size
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Fig. 10 Average time for re-stabilization of the online status for
each node after failure of neighbors
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Fig. 11 Delivery ratio in case of node failure

easier for a node to get online beacon broadcast from
neighbors which were not failed.
7.4 Data delivery ratio
We defined delivery ratio as the number of packets
received by the sink divided by the number of packets
sent out by all nodes. We adopt one-hop retransmission
mechanism and set the retry times as 3 when there
was failure. We varied the network size in different
set of experiments. The duration of time slot was set
to 100 ms. The traffic load is 1 packet/second for each
node. We then measured the average data delivery
ratio from nodes which were different hops away from
the sink node.
From Fig. 11, we observe that the delivery ratio was
decreasing with the increasing of node failure probability. With the same failure probability, the delivery
ratio was decreased with the increasing of end-to-end
hop count.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a presence protocol, PPL,
over mobile WSNs operated by low duty-cycle fashion.
PPL protocol is designed through a multihop and energy efficient approach given the nature of embedded
networks. In our design, there are three wakeup modes:
online mode, transition mode, and offline mode. The
wakeup scheduling of these modes are based on cqspair [9] for the sake of energy efficiency and asynchronous neighbor discovery. All nodes in online mode
broadcast beacon messages which conveys the online
status. Nodes not in online mode asynchronously wake
up and try to detect broadcasts from online nodes.
The collision of beacon messages from online node
was minimized by distributed coloring algorithm. To
control the beacon message flooding, we use a breadth-
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first-search (BFS) spanning tree for schedule bookkeeping. All online nodes only book-keep the schedule
of their parents in the BFS tree and determine their
online or offline status by whether or not they receive
beacon broadcasting from their parents. PPL can be
implemented with a layered approach without depending on any specific routing protocol or MAC protocol.
Our simulation studies demonstrated that PPL is stable
and efficient for online status management over mobile
sensor networks.
There are several directions for future works. Examples include theoretical analysis of the performance,
hierarchical proxy selections for the presence protocol
and implementation-based experimental studies.
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